Remote Classroom Support Workspace

Session coordinators use this workspace to seek technical assistance from the Media Services Team via Slack for online remote classrooms. Choose the instructions below if you have or have not used Slack before.

https://somremoteonlineclass.slack.com

The Media Services Team monitors and responds to session coordinators in each classroom’s support channel.

I Currently Use SOM Slack

1. If you have been identified as a session coordinator, the Remote Classroom Support workspace will appear in your Slack application.

2. You will be added to each classroom’s support channel by default. If a channel in not pertinent to you, you may leave the channel.

I DO NOT Currently Use Slack

1. Download and log into Slack: Getting Started in Slack
2. Once logged in you will have the "Remote Classroom Support" workspace in addition to any other workspaces you're a member of.

Find other workspaces
If you do not see a workspace you expect, find and join other workspaces.

Re-Join a Channel
If you leave a public channel and wish to re-join, you can discover and join it.

Find other workspaces
If you do not see a workspace you expect, find and join other workspaces.

Re-Join a Channel
If you leave a public channel and wish to re-join, you can discover and join it.

Session Coordinators Chat
In the workspace there is a channel named "session-coordinators-chat" where all session coordinators are members and can engage in discussion.
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